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Severalmethodshavebeenproposed
usingmultiple-pointpressure
measurement
of randomsoundfieldsin
ductsto determineacousticproperties
of materialsandsystems.
This paperpresents
an erroranalysis
of the
spectralestimates
usedin thesetechniques.
Expressions
for the normalacoustic
absorption
coefficient
and

impedance
arederived
fora random
sound
fieldin a duct.Theory
isdeveloped
todetermine
thebiasand
randomerrorsin estimating
thespectraldensityfunctionfor plane-wave
propagation
in theduct.A bivariate
stochastic
process
hasb•n employed
to modeltheacoustic
system.
Experimental
andtheoretical
calculations
showthat minimum-bias
e•rorcanbe achievedby usinga smallbandwidthin estimating
the spectraandby
locatingthemicrophones
closeto thesample.Furthermore,randomerrorcanbeminimizedby maintaining
a
highcoherence
betweenmicrophone
signals.
Thisimpliesthat themicrophones
shouldhavea smallspacing.
However,highcoherence
maynot be realizedwhena microphone
locationcoincides
with a nodepointin the
sound fidd.

PACS numbers:43.85.Bh,43.60.Cg,43.20.Mv
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INTRODUCTION

flectioncoefficient.Rapp
s foundby experiment
thatthe

standardtechnique,it is time consumi
.ng;andvarious

largest error in measuringacousticpropertiesof materials using multiple microphonesand pure toneswas
dueto thephaseanglemeasurement
uncertainty. A
large error was shownto occur when the Phaseangle

alternative techniques based on plane-wave theory and

was near

utilizing two point pressure measurementshave been

Bendat
e developed
guidelines
for randomerror in the
measurement
of coherence
functionsandotherinput/

The standingwaveratio methodis a well-knowntechnique in duct acoustics for measuring the acoustic properties of materials. Although it has been chosen as a

developed.Johnston
andSchmidt
• usedtwowall-mounted microphones and cross-correlation measurements
between the voltage signal of the source and the output
signal from each microphone to deduce the acoustic refiection coefficient of a sample. They reported errors
which were traced to uncertainty in the determination of

phase angles from the correlograms and uncertainty in
determining the true location of the loudspeaker source.

A similar methodwas developedby Seybert and

Ross.2 They usedtwowall-mountedmicrophones
anda
source of random sound. By measuring the auto- and

cross-spectral densitiesbetweenthe microphones,they
were able to separate the incident and reflected wave
spectra and to calculate the acoustic impedanceof a

zero

or •r radians.

outputquantitiesderived from randomprocesses.
Some derivations were carried out that show the depen-

dency of the random error on the coherence function be-

tween input and output. He also showedthat the bias
error in spectral estimates for a second order system
is maximum at the resonant frequency.

This paper is intendedto investigaterandomand bias
•rrors in estimating pressure spectra, and quantities
derived from pressure spectra, in ducts containing

plane-wavesoundfields with randomintensityvariations.

I. RANDOM EXCITATION TECHNIQUE USING TWO

sample. Some statistical considerations were discussed which showed that a compromise must be made

MICROPHONES

between the random and bias errors by selecting the
analysis bandwidth and the number of ensemble averages used in smoothing the raw spectral estimates.

Consider a duct acoustic system terminated at x = 0
by an unknownsample, whose specific acoustic impe-

BlaserandChung
s useda transferfunctiontechnique
to measure

acoustic

reflection

coefficient

and transmis-

sion loss. They measured the transfer function between two wall-mounted microphonesand the transfer
function associated

danceis Z0, and terminated at x =-I by a randomlyvibrating piston as shownin Fig. 1. The acoustic pressure is measured at points 1 and 2. In this system, the
vibration of the pistonis assumedto be stationarywith
time.

Considering
plane-wave
propagation
alongthex axis,

with the incident and reflected

waves. They also pointed out the existence of an upper

the w•ve equation is

frequency limit determined by microphone spacing.
c2

An error analysis is useful in designing and conducting measurement procedures and in establishing confidence intervals for measured data. Except as noted
above, Refs. 2 and 3 do not elaborate on statistical errors associated with acoustic property measurement.

where c is the speedof sound.- Let p be representedby

a Fourier integral?

ParroftandSmith
4 developed
an analysisof random
and systematic measurement error for acoustic impedance estimates using the standing wave ratio method.
They found that the random measurement errors in
pressure minima position and reflection coefficient approximate a normal probability distribution with standard deviation of 0.0096 cm and 0.001, respectively.
They concluded that impedance measurements are more
sensitive to random and systematic errors in the mea-

surement of pressure minima position than in the re-
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FIG. 1. Duct acoustic system depicting the unknownsample
and an acoustic signal source as a randomly vibrating piston.
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Ref. 2. A schedule 40 PVC pipe approximately 1 m

p(x,t)
=f• P(x,f)en'ndf
,

(2) long with a nominal inside diameter

where P(x,f) is the Fourier transformof p(x, t). InsertingEq. (2) in Eq. (1) yields:

gationup to approximalely
3800Hz.s A randomnoise
generator and an amplifer were used to supply voltage
to an acoustic driver mounted at one end of the pipe.
Two microphones with an axial spacing of approximate-

P" (x,f) + •P(x,f) = O,
where k=2•rf/c is the wavenumberandP"(x,f) is the
secondderivative of P(x,f) with respect to x. This

ly 5cmsensed
thepressure
inthetube.Theratio•P2/P
•

wasdetermined
bytheequivalent-ratio
•(f)/Sn(f) ,
'where•(f) is theestimate
ofthecrossspectrum
between
Pt(t)andpm(t)
and•,(f) is theestimate
of the

equationleadsto solutions:P•,f)=A(f)e -j*• and
P,.(x,f)= B(f)e*J*•, wherethesubscriptsi andr refer
to the incident and reflected waves, respectively. When

flowis presentwith MachnumberM, k•=k/(1 +M) and
kr= k/(1- M). Thereforethegeneralsolutionis P•,f)
=A(f)e'•*e + B(f)e•r '. Evaluatingthepressuresat xi
andx2, andsolvingfor A(f) andB(f) yields:

Ptexp(jkrxl)
- PIexp(jkrxt)

A(f)= exp[j(k,x2
_k•xt)]exp[j(k,
xt- k•x2)]' (3)
Pzexp(-jk•x
t)- Ptexp(jkot2)
B(D= exp[j(k,x•
- k•xt)]exp[j(k,xt
-/e•x•)]
' (4)
wherePt andP• are simplyP.(xt,f)and--P(%,f).
The acoustic pressure reflection coefficient is defined

of 5.2 cm was used
This diameter allows plane-wave propa-

in the tests.

as

r•,= P,.(O,f)/P
l(O,f)= B(f)/A(f).

(5)

In terms of reflection coefficient, the normalized sper

cffic acoustic impedancecan be expressed as

auto spectrum ofp•(t). The spectra were obtainedby

usinga two-channel-spectrum
analyzerandEq. (10)
was evaluated using a desktop computer.
Figure 2 shows the results of measurements of the
absorption coefficient of single and double layers of
glasswool, where each layer was 0:02 m thick. Comparison was made with the results obtained by using the
standing wave ratio technique. It can be seen that a
good agreement was achieved between these two techniques. However, there is some variation in the absorption coefficient obtained by the standing wave ratio
method even though care was taken to obtain accurate
standing wave measurements.

In a second test the reactance of a 20 cm long closed

tubewas obtainedusingEq. (8). These data are shown
in Fig. 3 where comparison has been made with the theoretical reactance = -cot•/.
Figure 4 shows the behavior of the measured coherence function. The magni-

z• = zo/oc= (1+ r•)/ (1- r•) ,
where • is the density.

DefiningPffP•= a +j• andusingEqs. (3)-{8} for the
case where M= 0 yields the real arid imaginary part of
g• as follows:

/•sink(x
t-

ReZ{= cosakx
•_2acoskx2
coskx
I +(a•+/•)cos2kxt
'

tude and phase of the transfer function are depicted in
Figs. 5 and 6. It can be shown that the dips in the coherence function correspond to the frequencies where a
node coincides with either microphone position. At
these frequencies the magnitude of the transfer function
approaches zero or infinity and its phase angie ap-

proaches•r/2. The coherenceat thenodalfrequencies
will be a minimum when the tube has a rigid termination.

II. alAS ERRORS IN SPECTRAL

=

(•ta+/•)sinkx
t coskx
t - a sink(x
I +xt) + sinkxicoskx
I

cosakx•
--20cos•acos/•x
t + (a• +•2)cosakxt '
(8)

ESTIMATES

Theratio•t2(f)/•tg(f)willbeunbiased
if
•tt(/) are unbiased.Thefollowing
analysiswitt iIlus1.0

So, given the position of microphonesxt and x•, and
measured values of ct and ti, the specific acoustic im-

pedancecan be determinedusingEqs. (7) and (8).
The acoustic power absorption coefficient can be expressed in terms of the reflection coefficient by the relation

a.=l-

Ir, Iz

(9)

Employing Eqs. (3)-(5) and (9) yields:

- 4psinkL

a' -- ! + (a2+ if) - 2a coskL- 2/•sinkL'

(10)

no

I
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I
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I
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where L =x• - z t.

A. Experimentalresults
The instrumentation and procedures used in the following tests are essentially the same as described in
1192
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FIG. 2.. Measured absorption coefficient of single and double
layer glasswool of 0.02m thick each layer. Solid line: Two
microphone method using random excitation; closed circle:
SWR method.
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FIG. 3. Impedanceof a 20-cm longclosedtube. Solidline:
Theory;closedcircle: Twomicrophone
methodusingrandom

FIG. 5. Magnitudeof the transfer functionbetweenfirst and
secondmicrophone for a closed tube.

excitation.

CombiningEqs. (13)-(15) andsolvingfor A(f) and

trate the effect of bias errors on these spectral esti-

B(f) yields:

mates and how bias errors may be avoided.

Suppose
thepistonin Fig. 1 is drivenby a force
=If, •(f)e•2't•df, where •(f) is the Fourier transform
of •(t). The length of the tube is l and its cross section
is $. The pressure at any point .in the tube is composed
of the incident and reflected wave pressures. Assum-

ing there is no attenuationin the tube, thenfor planewave propagationthe particle velocity is related to the
pressure by

Ptix,f) =pcUi(x,f) for theincident
wave,

(11)

P,(x,f) =- ocU,(x,f) for the reflectedwave.

(12)

(Z• + 1)

A.(f)
= 2S[(Z•
+Z•)cosk/+)(1
+Z•Z•)
sink/]
• (f)' (16)
(z•-j1)
•(f), (17)
B(f)- 2S[(z•
+Z•)cosk/+
(1+Z•Z;)
sink/]
whereZ• = Zi/pc.
Reference 2 showed that •he auto-spectrum of the
pressure at any point x is

s. (f) = S,•,•(f)+ ssB(f)

+ 2tO,rs
(f)cos2kx
+ Q,ts(f)
sin2kX],

The total pressure at any point in the tube is

•(x, f) =A (f)e"•' + •(f)e '•',

(13)'

for M=0 and ki=kr=k.
Likewise the total particle velocity can be expressed as

U(x,f) = [A(f)e'•' - B(f)e•' ]/pc.

(14)

The boundary conditions are

atx=0; ZoU(O,f)=P(O,f),
at x =-l;

(15)

Z,V(-l,f) + P(-l,f) = ,•(f)/S,

(i6)

whereSAc(f)and$Bs(f) are the auto-spectraldensities
oftheincidentandreflectedwaves,respectively;
C•a(f)
andQ•(f) are the real andimaginary parts of the
cross-spectraldensityS• (f) be•een theincidentand
reflectedwaves, i.e., S•.s(f)=C•.s(f)+jQ,ts(f). Obtainingthesespectrafrom Eqs. (16) and(17):
Sic(f)

IZ•+ 1
-- 4S2[I Wt 12cosak/+I WaI• sin2k/-Im(W2
W•)sin2k/]'

where Z, is the specific acoustic impodance of the pis-

(19)
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FIG. 4. Measured coherence func•onbetween first and second
microphonefor a closed tube.
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FIG. 6. Phaseangle of the transfer functionbetweenfirst and
second microphone for a closed tube.
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(Iz I: - 2j}' - 1)s,
-- 4S:[[W1I: eos:kl
+ I W:I: sin:kl- Im(W•W•)
sin2kl]
'

IZ•- 1

= 4S:[
IWl I:cos:k/+
IW:I:sin:k/-Im(W:W•)
sin2kl]'

(21)

(20)

I

andcombining
Eqs. (19)-(21) with Eq. (18) yields

Sil(f)
=[IZ•+I[•+
IZ•l l:+2(IZ•l:l)cos2kx-4Y•sin2kx]S•,
Fl(kx
)
4Se[IWi
Izcøs2kl+
IW:l:sin:kl-Im(W:W•)sin2kl]
= F:(kl)'
whereW1= (Z•+ Z•), W:= (Z•Z•+ 1), Z• =R• +jY•,

witere • denotes estimate and Af is the analysis bandwidth. CombiningEqs. (22) and (23)

Z• =R• +jyI, and S** is the auto spectrumof ½(t).
An examination of Eqs. (10)-(21) shows that the auto-

;•.1•'•
:•FZ--•W'
Fl(kx
)..
E[}ll(f)]
=•--f
't-•t!2,

and cross-spectral densities are frequency dependent,
even if the spectral density of the force is frequency

S** = 1. Consider •o

The expectedvalue of the estimate of Sii(f) is defined
by •
(23)
I

Equations(22) and (25) are plottedin Fig. 7 for several
values of Af for the case where Z• = 0. 5 +•. 0.5, Z• = 0.5
+•.0.5, S=0.0079m •, andl=2m.
is defined

as

(26)

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the largest bias error
occurs at the peaks of the spectrum (i.e., at the tube

cases of interest as follows:

Case 1: Provided Z• and Z• are constantand x<<l,

thenFi(kx) is smooffierth• F:(kl) across•e bandwidth
M, and the integration in Eq. (24) can be carried out by

assumingFl(kx) = constant. This yields (droppingthe
frequency dependency)

•maller
errorcanbeobtained
byusing
a smaller
bandwidth. However, a smaller bandwidthrequires a larger
amount of total data to maintain

the same random er-

9

rot.

b[•,,]= El}hi - S,,.

(24)

Supposethe force & is white noise with spectral density

independent.

The bias error

(22)

Case 2: If F:(kl) is smootherthanFl(kx) acrossthe
bandwidthAf andif Z• and Z• are constant,' thenEq.
(24) becomes

(f)] =

resonances)
whichis consistent
with thegeneralresult

+

(f)

sin2•xaf/c

derived in Ref. 9. Inspectionon Fig. 7 showsthat a

+2[SAs(f)
2•

• 25

COS(2kX--•),
(27)

where

0 = arctan[Qa•(f)/C,•a(f)].

Equation
(27)canbecompared
withthetruespectral
densitygiven,in Eq. (18). It is apparentfrom the third
andfourthtermsof Eq. (18)thata constant
amplitude
standingwaveis presentin the tube. Equation(27)
showsthat the amplitudeof this standingwavedecreases with x for •,f constant. Figure 8 containsa plot of

Eq. (27)for thesamesetofparameters
Z•, Z•, etc.
used in case 1.
I

I
iooc

I

I
i5oo

I

I

2500

Equation(27) is an approximateresult; the exactresult is determinedby numericalintegrationof Eq. (24)

3000

FIG.7. 'Approximate
calculation
oftheestimate
E[•] and

the true valueS• of the auto-spectraldensityfunctionat

x= 0.2 m from the samplefor several analysis bandwidths.

Broken
liue:ff•, dashed
line:E[•] forbandwidth=
50Hz.
Solidline:E[S•] for bandwidth=
100Hz.
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and is also shownin Fig. 8. The shift in the mean value of the curves in Fig. 8 is due to the bias error of

•,•,•(f)+ $n•(f)whichwasneglected
in thederivation
of
Eq. (27). The exactresult also showsthat the bias error of thestanding
waveratio.is greater thanpredicted

byEq. (27). Theenvelope
ofthetruestanding
wave,
A.F.Seyber•
andB.Soenarko:
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Qi•(f) as shownbelow:

Eta,,.,, r• ,•,+.... ,sin(,aœ/c)(x
t-x;)
t•lztfJl=t•z•XJ•aat]ll (•af/c)•l-xz)
x cosi -

i 15

+ 2[C (/)

.....

+

+ .. sin(,affc)i+

/c)•l
xl)si•(xl
_x•)'
xsin{•Af
(,af/c)5
- -xa)
0

I
0

I

I

I

02

I

I

04

I

I

QE,

I

I

08

I

I

LO

I

I

1.2

I

It can •

L4

seen from these equatio•

cro.one spaci• •-

that a smiler

•ia(f) •d alsoin •e first •o termsof•.(•.
previous conclusions regardi•

FIG. 8. Approximate and exact calculation of the auto-spec-

mi-

xa) yields a smaller bias error in

•e

the effect of af •d

mi-

cro.one locationon•e biaserror of •li(f) Msoap•y

traldensity
function
estimate
E[•] versus
distance
from
sampleat 1500Hz for Af=100 Hz. Dashedline: $pp;dotted

line:Exact
E[•D];solid
line:Approximate
E[•].

III.

Eq. {18), is representedby the dashedlines in Fig. 8.
Figure 9 shows standing wave data obtained from an

RANDOM

ERRORS

It has been shown that for the measurement of absorp-

tion coefficient and impedance an estimate of the ratto

impedance tube in which the sample under study was a
Helmholtz resonator with a resonant frequency of ap-

Sl2(f)/S,(f) is required. This ratio, or transferfunction, can be represented as

proximately 1000 Hz. These data clearly show the ef-

"2(f) = I":(f) fe'*l: e)= $12(f)/$11(f),

fect on standingwaveratio of increasingAf and/or mi-

crophone
position.Thesmallestbiaserror of
will be obtained when Af is small and the microphone is
located close to the sample.

Thebiaserrorof•i2(f) maybefound
byexamining
C12(f)andQli(f) separately,where Sl•(f)=C12(f)
+}Ql•(f)- In Her. 2 it is shownthat

where IH.(f) I and•12(/) are themagnitude
andphase
angle, respectively, of the transfer function. To evaluate the random error,

conaLder the two microphones

andthetubeas a bivariatelinear process
• as shownin
Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, 101andp: are the acoustic pressures at points 1 and 2 in the tube, So is the acoustic
source

Ct•{f) = [S,•,•(f)+ Sss(f)] cosk(xl- x2)

(28)

used to excite

a random

sound field

in the tube

and N o represents any backgroundnoise sources that
may be present.

+ 2[Cas(f) COSk{Xi
+ xz)+ Q,•s(f)sink(xi+

These sources are related to the

acoustic pressures by the linear systems h•s, has, his,
and

Q.(f) = [--SAA(f)
+ Sas(f)] sink(xl- x•).
Regard•g the effe.ctof the denominatoron the bias
error of Cll(f) and@12(f){case1), it is apparentthat

Using a Taylor series with a first order approxima-

tion, thevarianceof IHt2(D! canbefoundbyli (drop-

the behavior is similar to that describedin Eq. {25)..
On the other hand, the numerator {case 2) introduces

f)

additionalbias error in the estimatesof Cid(f) and

(29)
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FIG. 9. Measured standing wave data showing the effect of
bandwidth and distance from sample for a pure tone of 1000 Hz

No

and for random noise filtered
tered at 1000 Hz.

FIG. 10. Bivariate linear process describing the model of
the tube and microphone system.
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where the derivativesare determinedfrom Eq. (28) and

areevaluated
at thetruevalues,i.e., œ[1•/12
l]= IHl2I,
E[I}12I]= IS121
andE[}n]= SH,assuming
negligible
bias
errors.

From

Ref.

10

var([•2 [)=(1/2ns)
[8•2]2(1+ 1/Y•2),

(30)

var(•.) = (1/na)•l.

(31)

=fo'

)av
+foh2,,(v)No(tv)a.(36)

Thecrosscorrelation
R•e(?)betweenpt(t
) andp•(t)is

and

x E[So(t-U)So(t-v + r)]dudv

+• • hl•(u)h2•(v)E[No(t
-U)No(tv+r)]du'd

The covariance'

cov(I•12I, •n) = IS•21Sn/n•

(32)

is derived in the Appendix.

(37)

Since SOand No are white noise processes,

E[So(t-u)So(t-v+
r)]=Rso(r)=OasS(r
+u-v), (38)
E[No(tu)•Vo(tv+ r)]=a•0(r)=*•(r+u - v, (30)

Using Eqs. (28)-02)

var(I/•i2
l)= J/'tv
J•'(1/2n,,)[(1/•2)
- 1],

(33)

whichis thesameresultobtained
byBendat
s for a single
input/outputsystemwith measurement
interferenceat

theoutput.Thevariance
of •12islø

var(•tz)
=(1/2n•)[(1/•,•2)1].

(34)

In Eqs. (30)-(34)7•2is thecoherence
between
the
acousticpressuresandn• is the numberof raw spectral
estimates used to computethe smoothspectral esti-

matesSitandõ12.

wherea•sanda• are thevariance
of thesourceSoand
backgroundnoiseNo, respectively. CombiningEqs.
(37)- (39) yields

Rll(T
)=0•
fo
'•his(vr)h2$(v)d
v
+cr•
.•0
'•hit(vT)h2•(v)dv. (40)
Setting w = v- r and taking the Fourier transform of
Eq. (40) gives

s,2(f)
=•n •(f)•2•(f)+•(f)n2•(f) ,

A. The role of coherence

(41)

whereHis(f), H2s(f)
, Hlu(f), H2ar(f
) are theFourier

Eq•uations
(33)and(34)showthatthevarianceon
or q512
dependson the coherencefunctionbetweenp• and
P2. Thevariancedecreases
as ¾]2approaches
unity.
The implicationof highcoherencemay be seenby consideringagainthe bivariate linear processin Fig. 10.
SupposeSOandNo in Fig. 10 are uncorrelatedwhite
noise sources with zero mean:

transformsof his(u), h2s(u),hlu(v), h2•(v), respectively, and$12(f)is theFourier transformof Ri2(T).

Likewisetheauto-spectral
densitiesofpt(t)andp2(t)
are

Sn(f)= cr•Jills(f) J2+ o• JHlr(f){2,

(42)

s22
(f) = • {u• (f) 12+ o• l•2,•(f)12ß

(43)

Eqs. (41), (42), and (43) and the definitionof coPl(t)
=fo'hls(u)So(t-u)du+
fo
•hl•(U)No(t-u)du'
(35)Using
herence
function,
YJ2
-={Sn{2/S1iS22:

where the subscriptf has beenomittedfor simplicity.

An examination
of Eq. (44)showsthatT2t2
= 1 whencr2•
= 0, when

HlS=Hlar and H2s=H2•,

(45)

or when

His,=H2sand HI•=H2#.

(46)

It is highly
unlikely
thatEq. (45)is fulfilledin practice
sinceit impliesthatthesources
coincide.Equation
(46)
impliesthepracticalresultthatthecoherence
will be highif themicrophone
spacingis small.

B.The
Variance
variance
on&.
on•, canbefound
usingEq. (10)andtheTaylorseriesapproximation
asusedin Eq. (29):
_ 2IH
var(c•.)
=((1+IHi212
4sinqbt•sinkL(lH'•'2-1)
nIcosqb12
coskL
- 2IHi2
Isimb•2
sinkL)
' 2)
2var(lHn{)
^

/ 8.1H1212sinkLcoskL_41HlllcosqbtasinkL(iHla12+l
) •2 ,? ß

+•(1+ IHt212
- 2Ill12
Icosq•12
coskL
- 2IH12
Isinq•i2
sinkL)2J
var•q)n•'

(47)

where
cov(I/•121,
•12)-•0
(see
Appendix).
Using
Eqs.(33)and(34)in(47),thevariance
on•, can
beexpressed
as
1196
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(48)
where

IIcos•l
sin•••sinkL(
IH•i
I•- I1)
•,
G•(]H•.2
•,•, kL)
=•'(1
+•H•212
-42IHi•
IH•
cos•L
- 2IH•2
sin•sin•L)Z/

(49)

•d

[ 8IHt•I•'sin•L
cos•L
- 4IHt•Icos•xa
sin•L(
IHta
I• + 1) •a

(50)

G•(]
H•a
[,•l•,•L):•(1+ IHtz
I•- 2]Hla.lcos•ta
cos•L
- 3]Hl•
]sinai
•sinkL)
a]'
are •e error contribution
•nctionsof I•ta I and•la, respectively.

thesituation
where
anode
coincides
with
theposition
of

Equations(6) through(8) may be solvedfor

andnoting
thatIHl212
= o2+ • and•lz = arctan(/3/c0:

]It,2
[e•,2 e'•"•
+r•ea,•

(51)

The error contribution functions m•y be calculated by

s•cffy•gZ•, x•,andx•andbyusing
Eqs.(6)and(51)

thefirst microphone.Althoughthe varianceon IH,2{ is
very highat this frequency,thenormalizedstandarder-

ror ontheimpedance
for thissample
is verysmalln
which can be seen from the measurement

result in com-

parisonwith the theoreticalcalculationshownin Fig. 3.

with Eqs. (49) and (•0).

IV. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

Equations(32)-(34) and (47) reveal that the varianceoa a, dependson •he coherencefunctionand •he

the pressure spectral density of random soundfields in

transfer function.

ducts. The major emphasis of this paper was the ex-

Bias and random errors

The lowest coherence occurs at fre-

were derived

for estimating.

quencieswhere eider microphonecoincideswith a node

amination of how these errors

of thestanding
w•ve (seeFig. 4). At thesefrequen-

acoustic property measurements. The bias errors

cies, ß e coherenceis lowestwhenR0• 0, Y0• •.

For

affect the validity of

werecalculated
usingapproximate
andexactcomputa--

ßis si•a•ionIH• I-- • or zero,•d • • •/•. Calca-

tion.

lal[ngG••nd G•fr6mEqs. (49)and(50)•nddefini•
theaorm•izedst•dard error •

process was employedto model the acoustic sources
and the soundfield. Experimental data were presented

To evaluate

the random errors

a bivariate

linear

to verify the behaviorof the bias andrandomerrors.

yields

These data showgoodagreementwith the theoretical
analysis.

Equation(52) showsth• •e error can be minimized by

• highvalueof coherenceand/or a highvalueof n•.
Since the coherence is generally high at other micro-

phonepositionsand other frequencies, the role of the
error contribution function G• and G• is usually insig-

•ficant. However,Gx•d G••re very •rge whenkL- 0
or •L- g, andthenorma•zed standarderror • a - • when
these con•tions occur. For these freqaencies •

is

notdefined[seeEq. (10)];therefore•he measurement
tec•ique is restricted to 0 < kL <

As aa example
of thevarianceon
tionwherey•=0.5 •dn•=50. ForthiscaseEq.(52)
yields e• =0.1,
flective

or 10%. Generally, however, less re-

materials

will

have lower

norm•[zed

The bias errors of the pressure spectral density are

a function of the microphoneposition and the analysis

s•ndard

error because •e coherence is approximately unity even
a• lrequencies when the microphonescoincide with
nodes of •e standing w•ve.

From Eqs. (7) and (8) the variance of •he real and
imagi•ry parts of the impedancecan be derived using
a Taylor series •pproximatioa as in •he previous case
for •,. The resales are straightforward but lengthy,

bandwidth used in the signal processing. It was shown
that the standingwave of the pressure spectral density

in a small frequency band decreases with distance from
the end of the duct.

It turns out that the bias errors

can be reducedby locating the microphoneclose to the

sampleand/orby selectinga small analysisbandwidth.
The random errors, on the other hand, can be minimized by maintaining a high coherence between the

acoustic source and the pressure in the duct. The higher coherence can be achieved by minimizing

noise

sources and by choosing a smaller microphone spacing.
However, a smaller microphone spacing will reduce the
accuracy of the measurements at low frequency because

of the large error when kL • 0. A large error also occurs when kL --u, corresponding to a microphone spac-

ing of X/2, andwhena nodecoincideswith a microphone
position.

As an illastration of the error on •e impedance calculation, consider, for example, the result of the mea-

The constraints mentioned above are not normally
severe and can usually be accommodated. The data in
this paper and in Refs. •. and 3 show that acoustic properties may be determined with good accuracy when random excitation is used, providing proper attention is

surement of a •g•y

given to signal processing requirements.

and•ey are presented
elsewhere.

reflective material shownin Fig.

3. The cotresending transfer function
Fig. 5. It is seen that a dip in the •ransfer function occurs at 1000 Hz, which corres•nds to the frequency

where the coherenceis very low (see Fig. 4). This
1197
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mental facilities for obtaining standing wave data.

$,:= arcan(i:/d,:).

APPENDIX

ExpandingEqs. (A15) and (A16) in a Taylor series
aro•d •e true value yields, to a first order approxi-

A. DeriVation
ofcov(
Igt21,gml
)
Consider the estimate of the cross-spectral density

where•lz and•l: aretherealandimaginary
partsof
•l:, respectively.It followsthat

SH - SH
•:•:-•e

, ot•,

•-

,•'
, o12,

(A18)

Usi• Eq$. •17) and (A18),

Writing in the perturbationform,

•,: =C. + •.,

mation,

•: =Q. + •,:,

(AS)

•H =SH+ 5•tt,

(A4)

E[•d,:]=0, E[a•,:]=0,
•[•d,2•,,] = coy(d,:,
•,,),
•19)

Eq. (A•) becomes

Bysubsti•ting
•I• = [•l:}sin•l:•d dlz= }•l:{cos•l:,
•d using a Taylor series expansionaround the true

which, by using a Taylor series approximationaround
the true value, yields

Multiplyi•

v•ue for sinai• andeos•l:, it canbeshown
that

Employi•Eqs. •9),

Eqs. •4) and (A7)

(A10), •20), •d (A•I)in (A19)

yields

Hence

and
•ngexacted
values ISi:
I

'

ISizl

I&:I

+

IS•:I

(AS)

From Ref. 10:

eov(•,:,
},,)=C,:S,,/•,
eov(•,:,$,,)=Oi:S,,/•.

(A9)
(A10)

UsingEqs. (A5), •9), •d (A10)in (AS)yields

Ell•1:{Sli]
= [Sl:•S,I+ {Si:]Si,/n
•.
From

•e

definition
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